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@ Digital signal recording.

@ An input digital signal is recorded as inclined

tracks on a magnetic tape by rotating heads.

The full length (L) of the tape is nearly divided

by four in the longitudinal direction. A leading

portion (L / 4) of the beginning of the tape is a

general data recording area and the remainder
is a continuous data recording area (Fig. 9).

General data and continuous data are recorded
as SYNC blocks. The number of SYNC blocks

for one track of the general data is the same as
that of the continuous data. By dividing the

SYNC blocks of one track, a basic unit of

general data is formed. The t>asic unit is divided

into sub-units. The data construction of the

sub-unit is the same as that of audio data

recorded in an audio data area of one track. A
rate detecting circuit (43) determines rate infor-

mation, representing the data rate of input data,

which is supplied to a mechanism controller

(45). The controller (45) controls a buffer mem-
ory (46), a frame segmenting circuit (48), and a
tape head mechanism (20) in correspondence
with the data rate Information. For example, the

number of rotations of a drum on which a
rotating head is disposed and the tape travel

speed are decreased in correspondence with

the ratio for the case in which standard data is

recorded. Thus, data at a lower data rate than
that of standard data can be recorded on the

tape with the same track format as that used
when standard data is recorded.
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This invention relates to (i) digital signal recording

and (ii) terminal apparatus, for example a terminal ap-

paratus for use with an image communication system
such as a cable TV system.

In conventional TV broadcasting systems and
cable TV (CATV) systems, image signals that are

transmitted from broadcasting stations are analogue
signals. On the other hand, digital CATV systems that

transmit digital image signals have been proposed.
An example of a CATV system is disclosed in US Pa-
tent US-A-5 191 410. Digital CATV systems have
been achieved by the use of highly efficient coding
techniques such as DCT (Discrete Cosine Trans-

form), along with improvement of transmission lines

and construction of the communication network. In

other words, within a band for one channel of conven-
tional analog image signals, approximately 10 chan-
nels of compressed image signals can be transmit-

ted.

The digital CATV systems, which receive and
transmit digital image signals, can provide various

services and data transmission for not only conven-
tional TV images, but home shopping (electronic mall

and electronic banking) and TV games. As various

services are provided, information supplied by provid-

ers will be specialized.

In such a digital CATV system, even if the data
rate of digital signals that are transmitted is constant,

depending on the contents of programs, the data rate

may vary, program by program. For example, images
used for data retrieval are not transmitted as image
data with relatively high compression rate and rela-

tively low data rate. On the other hand, when detail in-

formation is required for images, the data rate thereof

should be high. For still images, the data compression
rate can be increased and thereby the data rate can
be decreased. In addition, due to various reasons, im-

age data with various data rates may be transmitted.

In the digital image communication systems as
with the digital CATV systems, image storage devices
are preferably disposed in receiving terminal appara-
tuses. This is because while the user sees a TV pro-

gram, since other TV programs can be stored in the

Image storage device, the user can see the stored

progranns in his free time. Since digital image signals

are stored, the image storage device is preferably a
digital cassette tape recorder, a hard disk, a flexible

disk, a semiconductor memory, or the like.

The digital cassette tape recorder (hereinafter re-

ferred to as digital VCR) performs parity code adding
process with error correction code, formatting proc-

ess, and modulating process and so forth for video

signals that have been highly efficiently coded.
Thereafter, with a rotating head of the digital cassette

tape recorder records the digital video signals on a
magnetic tape. In addition, the digital cassette tape
recorder perfornns demodulating process, format de-

composing process, error correcting process, and so

forth for the signals recorded on the magnetic tape so

as to reproduce the digital video signals. Examples of

the digital VCR are set forth in EP-A-0553817 and
0574889. In the digital CATV system, when the digital

5 VCR is used as a data storage device, the general

data and the continuous data are recorded on the

same tape depending on the user's selection or in the

received order. However, the general data should be
more quickly accessed than the continuous data. If

10 the general data is Intermittently recorded on the

tape, the data cannot be easily accessed.

In addition, the hardware of the process for the

general data is preferably shared with the hardware
of the process for the continuous data. For example,

15 the error correction code encoding process, the

frame segmenting process that defines the format of

data recorded on the tape, and so forth are preferably

shared. When such a digital VCR is used for the im-

age storage apparatus, data with variable data rates

20 lower than standard data rate should be recorded and
reproduced without wasting the magnetic tape.

In addition, in the digital CATV system, data in

which a plurality of program channels have been
time-division multiplexed is transmitted. Normally,

25 one of the program channels is selected by a home
terminal apparatus so as to see or store the program.

However, other program channels cannot be used lat-

er.

According to a first aspect of the invention there

30 is provided a digital signal recording method for input-

ting both continuous data such as video data and au-

dio data and general data such as a computer pro-

gram that is non-continuous data and for recording an
input digital signal on a tape-shaped recording me-

36 dium. comprising the steps of determining that the in-

put digital signal is the general data, determining a
general data recording area that is at least one of a
leading portion and a trailing portion, the leading por-

tion extending from the leading edge of the tape-

40 shaped recording medium for a predetermined
length, the trailing portion extending to the trailing

edge of the tape-shaped recording medium for a pre-

determined length, and storing the general data in the

general data recording area, and determining that the

45 input digital signal is the continuous signal, determin-
ing a continuous data recording area other than the

general data recording area of the tape-shaped re-

cording medium, and recording the continuous data in

the continuous data recording area.

50 According to a second aspect of the invention

there is provided a digital signal recording apparatus,

comprising a first signal process path for inputting

both continuous data such as video data and audio
data and general data such as a computer program

55 that is non-continuous, demodulating and decoding
the input digital signal, and outputting the decoded
signal to an output device, a second signal process
path disposed downstream of a demodulating means
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3 EP 0 661 876 A2 4

of the first signal process path and adapted for mod-

ulating the demodulated signal, encoding the modu-

lated signal with error correction code, and causing a

tape head means to record the decoded data to tape-

shaped recording medium, a data determining means 5

for determining whether the input digital signal is the

general data or the continuous data, and a control

means for determining a general data recording area

that is at least one of a leading portion and a trailing

portion, the leading portion extending from the lead- io

ing edge of the tape-shaped recording medium for a

predetermined length, the trailing portion extending

to the trailing edge of the tape-shaped recording me-

dium for a predetermined length, and recording the

general data in the general data recording area when 15

the data determining means has determined that the

input digital signal is the continuous data and for de-

termining a continuous data recording area other than

the general data recording area of the tape-shaped

recording medium and recording the continuous data 20

In the continuous data recording area when the data

determining means has determined that the input dig-

ital signal is the continuous signal.

According to a preferred form of implementation

of the second aspect, the tape head means is a rotat- 25

ing head for recording the digital signal as inclined

tracks on the tape-shaped recording medium, the dig-

ital signal being composed of SYNC blocks with a pre-

determined length, and wherein the general data is

recorded in such a manner that the number of the 30

SYNC blocks contained in one of tracks in which the

continuous digital signal is recorded is divided into an

Integer number of basic units and that additional data

is placed in each of the basic units.

According to a third aspect of the invention there 3S

is provided a terminal apparatus for a digital image

communication, comprising a first signal process

path for demodulating and decoding a received signal

and sending the resultant signal to an output device,

a second signal process path disposed downstream 40

of demodulating means of the first signal process cir-

cuit and adapted for modulating the demodulated sig-

nal, performing error correction code decoding there-

for, and recording the encoded signal on a magnetic

medium, a data rate detecting means for detecting 45

data rate of a digital signal supplied from the first sig-

nal process path to the second signal process path,

and a control means for controlling a recording oper-

ation corresponding to the data rate being detected by

the data rate detecting means so that a track format so

on the recording medium almost accords with that at

a standard data rate.

According to a fourth aspect of the invention

there is provided a terminal apparatus comprising a

first signal process path for demodulating and decod- 55

ing a received signal and sending the resultant signal

to an output device, a second signal process path dis-

posed downstream of demodulating means of the

first signal process circuit and adapted for modulating

the demodulated signal, performing error correction

code decoding therefor, and recording the encoded

signal on a magnetic medium, and a coupling means
for inputting data in which image data of a plurality of

program channels has been time-division multiplexed

as packets that are composed of a predetermined

number of bytes to the first signal process path and

recording the time-division multiplexed data to the re-

cording medium.

Embodiments of the invention described herein-

below provide:

a digital signal recording method and a record-

ing apparatus for easily accessing general data when
a digital signal to be recorded is continuous to the

general data;

a digital signal recording apparatus for causing

the data structure of general data to be the same as

the data structure of continuous data so as to share

a process or hardware;

a terminal apparatus for digital image commu-
nication for recording and reproducing data at lower

data rates than a standard data rate with compatibility

of conventional magnetic tapes and least hardware

changes without wasting the tapes; and

a terminal apparatus for digital Image commu-
nication with a storage device that can record data in

which multiple channels have been time-division mul-

tiplexed at a time so that the user can see all the pro-

gram channels without restrictions of time.

The invention will now be further described, by

way of illustrative and non-limiting example, with ref-

erence to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram schematically showing

a digital CATV system embodying the present in-

vention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing an example of

a transmission side of the digital CATV system;

Fig. 3 is a schenrtatic diagram showing an exanrv

ple of transmission data and a selection signal of

a program channel;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram showing principal por-

tions of an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 5 is a schematicdiagram for explaining an ex-

ample of a track format on a magnetic tape;

Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram for explaining the

data construction of video data;

Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram for explaining data

construction of audio data;

Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram for explaining data

construction of sut)-code data;

Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram for explaining re-

cording method of general data;

Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram for explaining a

basic unit of data construction of the general

data;

Fig. 11 is a schematic diagram for explaining an

example of data construction of the general data;

BNSDOCID: <EP 066187eA2_l_>
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Fig, 12 is a schematic diagram for explaining an-
other example of data construction of the general
data;

Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram for explaining an
example of recording method of the general data;

Fig. 14 is a schematic diagram for explaining an-
otherexample of data construction of the general
data;

Fig. 15 is a schematic diagram for explaining an-
other example of recording method of the general
data;

Figs. ISA, 16B and 16C are schematic diagrams
for explaining examples of error correction code
encoding for the general data;

Figs. 17A, 17B, 17C and 17D are timing charts for

explaining several methods for error correction

code encoding for the general data;

Figs. ISAand 18B are schematic diagrams for ex-
plaining several methods for recording data at low
rate;

Fig. 19 is a schematic diagram for explaining an-
other example of recording method of data at low
rate;

Fig. 20 is a block diagram of multi-program re-

cording according to another embodiment of the
present invention; and
Fig. 21 is a block diagram of electronic-mail ac-
cording to further embodiment of the present in-

vention.

Next, with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, embodiments ofthe present invention will be de-
scribed. Fig. 1 shows an outlined construction of a
digital CATV system embodying the present inven-
tion. Reference numeral 1 is a broadcasting station.

The broadcasting station 1 transmits a broadcasting
wave to a satellite 2 (broadcasting satellite or commu-
nication satellite). Head ends 3 are disposed in indi-

vidual service areas. Each of the head ends 3 re-

ceives the broadcasting wave that is transmitted from
the satellite 2. The head end 3 contains an antenna
(that receives the broadcasting wave), a receiving

amplifier, an image source input portion (when nec-
essary), a modulator (that modulates the received
broadcasting wave and image source), a multiplexer
(that multiplexes the output of the modulator and out-

puts the multiplexed signal to a transmission line),

and so forth.

The head end 3 and each home 4 are connected
by a cable 5. The cable 5 is constructed of either a co-
axial cable or an optical fiber or a combination there-
of. The cable 5 is connected in a tree shape or In a
star shape. The home 4, which is a subscriber of the
CATV system, is provided with a terminal apparatus
6. The terminal apparatus 6 contains a tuner 7. With
the tuner 7, a desired broadcasting channel is selec-
tively received.

The CATVsystem according to the present inven-
tion Is not limited to the CATV system shown in Fig.

1 . For example, a plurality of program providers trans-

mit programs to the satellite 2. A CATV station re-

ceives broadcasting waves from the satellite 2. The
CATV station is connected to the head ends by optical

5 fiber cables. Each head end is connected to many
homes by optical fiber cables or coaxial cables. In ad-
dition, the present invention may be applied to a dig-

ital image communication system (such as TV confer-

ence system) other than the digital CATV system.
10 For easy understanding of embodiments of the

invention, the digital broadcasting signal generated in

the head end 3 shown in Fig. 1 will now be described
with reference to Fig. 2. Referring to Fig. 2, the digital

broadcasting signal contains first to N-th broadcast-
's ing channels. Each broadcasting channel contains a

plurality of programs (a total of n channels in this ex-
ample). Reference numerals 31 1 to 31 „ are input ter-

minals. The input terminals 31i to 31n are connected
to respective image sources. The image sources are

20 not only received through the satellite 2, but generat-
ed by the head end 3. The image sources are formed
of digital Image signals.

The input terminals 31 1 to 31n are connected to

highly efficient encoders 32i to 32n, respectively. The
25 encoders 32i to 32^ accord for example with the

MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) system that
has been adopted by ISO (International Organization
for Standardization). This image highly efficient cod-
ing system is for example motion compensated inter-

30 frame predicting coding technique. Output signals of
the MPEG encoders 32i to 32n are supplied to the
multiplexer 33,. The multiplexer 33^ forms time-
division multiplexed data of the first broadcasting
channel CHI . As shown In Fig. 2, the multiplexers 33^

35 to 33n are disposed corresponding to the number of
the broadcasting channels. In the construction shown
in Fig. 2, the broadcasting channel CHI contains for

example program channels chl to ch4.

Data of each program channel is encoded so that

40 only subscribers of the CATV system can receive the
data. The encoding technique normally depends on
each program channel.

Each of the multiplexers 33i to 33n time-division

multiplexes data of a plurality of program channels.
45 For example, as shown in Fig. 3, the multiplexer 33i

generates time-division multiplexed data Sx. Fig. 3
shows a packet that is composed of 188 bytes. Each
packet has an ID composed of 4 bytes. The ID is fol-

lowed by data. On the terminal apparatus side, with
so a select signal SLOT, a program is selected. The sig-

nal level of the select signal SLCT becomes high at a
timing of a desired program channel. In Fig. 3, since
the data rate of each of the program channels is the
same, the number of packets of each of the four chan-

55 nels of the time-division multiplexed signals is the
same. The data rate of the time-division multiplexed
data has been defined (for example, 25 Mbps).

If the data rate ofeach channel differs from each

BNSDOCID: <EP 0661876A2_L>
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other the number of packets of the time-division mul-

tiplexed data correspondingly differs. When the data

rate of the channel 1 is twice as high as that of each

of other channels 2, 3. and 4. the number of packets

of the data of the channel 1 is twice as many as that

of each of the channels 2, 3, and 4. The relation of

data rate among the channels is not fixed. Instead,

when the data rate of each program channel is adap-

tively controlled, the defined transmission capacity of

the transmission line can be effectively used. This

process is performed by the multiplexers 33i to 33n.

This process is referred to as statistical bit allocation.

This pnDcess is performed so that the transmis-

sion rate available for each broadcasting channel is

effectively used. Each program channel itself keeps

track of other program channels. When the informa-

tion amount of a program channel is low. the informa-

tion amount of another program channel is increased.

When the statistical bit allocation is performed, data

rate of a program channel varies to some extent.

The ID positioned at the beginning of each packet

of time-division multiplexed data contains rate infor-

mation of the program channel, start information, and

so forth. The rate information represents the data rate

of the program channel. When the statistical bit allo-

cation process has been performed, since the data

rate in the same program channel can be varied, for

example, the maximum value of the data rate is

placed as rate information in the ID. Instead of the

maximum value, information of the average value of

the data rate may be placed in the ID. The ID is added

by the multiplexers 33-, to 33n.

Time-division multiplexed data, which are output

from the multiplexers 33i to 33^, are supplied to dig-

ital modulators 34i to 34n. respectively. The digital

modulators 34i to 34n perform digital modulation

such as PSK modulation for the time-division multi-

plexed data. Carrier frequencies of the digital modu-

lators 34i to 34n vary corresponding to broadcasting

channels. The broadcasting signals of the broadcast-

ing channels CH, to CHn are multiplexed by a fre-

quency multiplexing circuit 35 and the multiplexed

signal is obtained from an output terminal 36.

Returning to Fig. 1, an embodiment of the pres-

ent invention will be described. With the tuner 7. a

broadcasting channel that the user has desired is se-

lected. Thus, a signal of the selected channel Is de-

modulated by a demodulator 8. When the demodulat-

ed signal contains an errorthat has taken place in the

communication path, the error is corrected by an error

correcting circuit 9. The resultant signal is supplied to

a conditional access circuit 10. When the output sig-

nal of the error correcting circuit 9 has been encoded

(scrambled), the signal is descrambled correspond-

ing to a predetermined condition. In the conditional

access circuit 10 or in a circuit downstream thereof,

a desired program channel is selected from the time-

division multiplexed data. The descrambled signal is

supplied to an MPEG decoder 11 . In this embodiment,

as an encoding technique of image data, the MPEG
technique is used. However, highly efficient coding

technique other than the MPEG may be used.

5 Decoded image data that is output from the

MPEG decoder 11 is supplied to a base band process

circuit 12. The base band process circuit 12 adds a

horizontal synchronous signal and a vertical syn-

chronous signal to the decoded image signal. An out-

10 put signal ofthe base band process circuit 12 is output

to a monitor 13 or a printer 14. The output format of

image data that is output from the base band process

circuit 12 may be RGB primary color signals, compo-

site color video signals, or transmission format in

15 which a luminance signal is separated from a carrier

color signal.

To store received digital image data, a digitalVCR
is used. The conditional access circuit 10 and the

MPED decoder 11 are connected through a signal line

20 15 and an interface 16 to an image data storage de-

vice that includes the digital VCR. The storage device

may be connected upstream of the conditional ac-

cess circuit 1 0. However, as shown in Fig. 1 , when the

storage device is connected downstream of the con-

25 ditional access 10, with visual images, data can be

searched in the digital VCR and a cassette tape in

which data has been recorded can have compatibility

with the standard system.

The image data storage device comprises a buf-

30 fer memory 17, an error correction code encoder/de-

coder 18, a channel encoder/decoder 19, and a tape

head mechanism portion 20. An input signal of the

MPEG decoder 11 is stored in the buffer memory 17

through the interface 16. Thereafter, the encoder/de-

35 coder 1 8 adds a parity of error correction code to the

output signal of the buffer memory 17, The channel

encoder/decoder 1 9 modulates an output signal of the

encoder/decoder 18. An output signal of the channel

encoder/decoder 19. which is record data, is supplied

40 to the tape head mechanism portion 20. The record

data is recorded on the magnetic tape by a rotating

head.

The tape head mechanism portion 20 comprises

a tape guide drum, a tape traveling system, a drive

45 source, and a servo circuit. The magnetic tape is

wound around the periphery of the tape guide drum.

The tape traveling system travels the magnetic tape

along a predetenmined traveling path. The drive

source is for example a motor that rotates the drum.

50 capstan, and so forth. The servo circuit is used for the

drive source. It should be noted that a data storage

device such as a hard disk or a magnetic disk may be

used along with the digital VCR.

Data reproduced from the magnette tape by the

55 tape head mechanism portion 20 is decoded by the

channel encoder/decoder 19, The encoder/decoder

18 decodes the error correction code. The decoded

data is stored in the buffer memory 17. Output data
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of the buffer memory 17 is supplied to the MPEG de-
coder 11 through the interface 16 and the signal line
15. Thus, images conresponding to data reproduced
by the image storage device are displayed on the
monitor 1 3 or printed out as hard copies by the printer s
14.

The terminal apparatus 6 also includes a micro-
computer 21 and a modem 22. For example, the mi-
crocomputer 22 sends information that represents a
desired image to the head end 3 through a telephone io
set 23 and a telephone line 24. When the CATV sys-
tem is constructed as a bidirectional system, the ter-
minal apparatus 6 can send a request signal to the
head end 3 in the reverse direction of the broadcast-
ing signal.

Fig. 4 shows a detailed construction of the image
signal storage device disposed downstream of the in-
terface 16. An output signal of the conditional access
circuit 10 is supplied to both a transport detecting cir-
cuit 41 and a PLL 42. The transport detecting circuit 20
41 decodes packets, each ofwhich is composed offor
example 188 bytes. A rate detecting circuit 43 and a
start detecting circuit 44 detect Information of an ID
portion of each packet.

The rate information obtained by the rate detect- 25
ing circuit 43 represents the compression rate of re-
ceived video data. The information obtained by the
start detecting circuit 44 represents the start position
of a program. The PLL 42., which is disposed at an in-
put portion of the terminal apparatus, reproduces a 30
clock when no clock is transmitted through the inter-
face 16.

With the clock reproduced by the PLL 42. a servo
reference signal is obtained. The servo reference sig-
nal is used to record data. The servo reference signal 35
(s supplied to a mechanism controller 45 that is con-
structed of a microcomputer. Data that has passed
through the transport detecting circuit 41 is written to
a buffer memory 46 at a timing corresponding to the
rate infomiation. The buffer memory 46 reads image 40

VCR^*
^ ^''"'"^ recording system of the digital

Data that is read from the buffer memory 46 is
supplied to a trick mode process circuit 47, The trick
mode process circuit 47 reproduces the data, which 45
IS read from the buffer memory 46, in a trick mode.
An output signal of the trick mode process circuit 47
is supplied to a frame segmenting circuit 48. The trick
mode process circuit 47 records compressed image
data corresponding to the MPEG system in consider- 50
ation of the trick mode such as high speed reproduc-
tion or slow reproduction. In other words, when the
high speed reproduction is performed, the trick mode
process circuit 47 records data of an intra-frame on a
tracks that the rotating head traces. (In the MPEG 55
system, encoded data of an intra-frame is present ev-
ery a predetenmined number of frames).

The frame segmenting circuit 48 converts com-

pressed video data. PCM audio signal, sub-code, and
so forth into data of a predetermined format The re-
cording format will be described later. The frame seg-
menting circuit 48 places the rate information, which
is detected by the rate detecting circuit 43, in for ex-
ample an AUX area of a video record area. An output
signal of the frame segmenting circuit 48 is supplied
to a record process circuit 49. The record process cir-
cuit 49 performs error correction code encoding proc-
ess, a channel modulation process, and so forth. The
record process circuit 49 generates record data (for
example, at approximately 44 Mbps).

The record data, which is output from the record
process circuit 49, is supplied to a head that is fixed
on a drum through a rotating transformer (not shown).
The head records the data as inclined tracks on the
magnetic tape. The mechanism controller45 controls
the tape head mechanism portion 20 corresponding
to the data rate of the record data so that a predeter-
mined track pattern and a predetermined track format
are obtained on the magnetic tape. The Image signal
storage device also Includes a sub-code process cir-
cuit 50. A sub-code that is output from the sub-code
process circuit 50 is supplied to the record process
circuit 49. The record process circuit 49 records the
sub-code at a predetermined sub-code record area of
the magnetic tape. A start ID is supplied to a sub-code
process circuit 50. The start ID is recorded in the sub-
code area. It should be noted that the rate information
may be recorded in the sub-code area.

Data reproduced by the tape head mechanism
portion 20 is supplied to a channel demodulating cir-
cuit 51. The channel demodulating circuit 51 demod-
ulates channel-modulated signal. The channel de-
modulating circuit 51 is connected to an error con-ecl-
ing circuit 52. The error correcting circuit 52 performs
error correction corresponding to error con-ection
code (CI code). The construction of the en-or correc-
tion code of the digital VCR will be described later. An
output signal of the error correcting circuit 52 is sup-
plied to a TBC 53. The TBC 53 removes fluctuated
components on time axis. In addition, the TBC 53
supplies data with predetemriined data rate, which
has been converted conresponding to the rate infor-
mation received from the mechanism controller 56. to
the next stage.

An output signal of the TBC 53 is supplied to an
enror correcting circuit 54. The en^or correcting circuit
54 corrects error corresponding to C2 code. Data, in
which error has been corrected, is supplied to a frame
desegmenting circuit 55. The frame desegmenting
circuit 55 separates compressed video data, audio
data, sub-code, and so forth. In addition, the frame
desegmenting circuit 55 also separates rate informa-
tion recorded in the video AUX.

The rate infomiation separated by the frame de-
segmenting circuit 56 is supplied to a mechanism con-
troller 56. With the rate infonmation, the mechanism

BNSDOCID: <EP 066187eA2_l_>
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controller 56 controls the tape head mechanism por-

tion 20 and the TBC 53 corresponding to the received

data rate. In addition, with the rate information, the

mechanism controller 56 controls a data read ad-

dress of the buffer memory 58 and a read timing s

thereof. Reproduced data that is read from the buffer

memory 58 is supplied to a transport encoder 59. The

transport encoder 59 converts the format of the repro-

duced data into the format of the received broadcast-

ing signal. io

The transport encoder 59 processes the repro-

duced data so that the MPEG decoder 11 can read it.

The processed data is supplied to the MPEG decoder

11. The MPEG decoder 11 restores the original im-

age. 15

Next, the tape head mechanism portion 20 will be

described in detail. For example, a pair of magnetic

heads are disposed on the rotating drum at opposed

Intervals of 180°. On the periphery of the drum, the

magnetic tape is wound with a winding angle that is 20

slightly larger or smaller than 180°. Thus, the two

magnetic heads are alternatively contacted with the

magnetic tape. In addition, the construction in which

two magnetic heads are integrally formed on the

drum may be used. In this case, the two magnetic 25

heads trace the magnetic tape at a time.

The extended directions of gaps of the magnetic

heads against the vertical direction thereof differ

from each other. The angles formed between each of

the extended directions of the magnetic heads and 30

the vertical directions thereof are referred to as azi-

muth angles. For example, between the two magnetic

heads, azimuth angles of ± 20° are set. Thus, adja-

cent tracks on the magnetic tape are formed by the

magnetic heads with different azimuth angles. Con- 35

sequently, when signals are reproduced, the amount

of crosstalk between two adjacent tracks can be re-

duced.

Next, the track format of the digital VCR will be

described. Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of data that 40

is recorded on one track. In Fig. 5. the left side of the

track is the head entering side, whereas the right side

of the track is the head leaving side. Data is not re-

corded at the margin and IBG (inter-block gap).

Next, signals recorded in each area of one track 45

will be described in detail.

(1) IT! area

As shown in an enlarged portbn (lower left) of so

Fig. 5, the IT! area is constructed of a 1400-bit pre-

amble, a 1 830-bit SSA (Start-Sync Block Area), a 90-

bit TIA (Track Information Area), and a 280-bit post-

amble. The preamble has a run-in function for PLL in

the reproductbn state. The postamble adjusts the 55

margin.

Each of SSA and TIA is constructed of 30-bit

SYNC blocks. In each SYNC block, a 10-bit SYNC

signal (ITI-SYNC) is followed by a 20-bit data portion.

As the content of the data, in the SSA, a sync block

number (0 to 60) Is recorded. In the TIA, 3-bit APT in-

formation, 1-bit record mode (SP/LP) information,

and 1-bit pilotframe information are recorded. The 1-

bit pilot frame information represents a reference

frame of the servo system. The APT is ID data that

represents the data construction of a track.

Each sync block in the ITI area is recorded at a

predetermined fixed position on the magnetic tape.

When the position in which 61-st SYNC signal pattern

is detected is defined as an after-record position on

the track, the rewrite position in which data is rewrit-

ten in the after-record mode is precisely defined and

thereby the after-record operation can be property

preformed.

(2) Audio area

As shown in an enlarged portion (upper left) of

Fig. 5. in a record audio area of the PCM audio signal,

a preamble and a postamble are formed. The pream-

ble is constructed of a run-up and a pre-SYNC. The

run-up pulls the PLL. The pre-SYNC pre-detects the

audio SYNC block. The postamble is constructed of

a post-SYNC and a guard area. The post-SYNC veri-

fies the end of the audio area. The guard area pro-

tects the audio area in the case that after-record op-

eration of video data is performed.

The pre-SYNC is constructed of two SYNC
blocks. The post-SYNC is constructed of one SYNC
block. At the sixth byte of the pre-SYNC. an SP/LP

identification byte is recorded. When the identifica-

tion byte is FFh, SP mode is identified. When the

identification byte is OOh, LP mode is identified.

When the SP/LP flag that is recorded in the ITI area

is unreadable, the value of the SP/LP identification

byte is used. At the sixth byte of the post-SYNC, FFh

is recorded as dummy data.

Audio data that is recorded between the amble

areas is framed. In addition, a parity is added to the

audio data. Fig. 7 shows the format in which audb
data is framed and parity is added thereto.

In Fig. 7. at the beginning of 72-bytes audio data.

5-byte audio additional data (referred to asAUX data)

is added and thereby a block of 77-byte data Is

formed. Nine blocks are vertically formed and then

framed. An inner-code parity C1 and an outer-code

parity C2 are added to the framed data. In other

words. 77 horizontal bytes are encoded correspond-

ing to (85, 77) Reed Solomon code and thereby an 8-

byte inner-code parity (CI parity) is formed. Nine

vertical bytes are encoded corresponding to (14, 9)

Reed Solomon code and thereby a 5-byte outer-code

parity (C2 parity) is formed. Data to which parities are

added is read, block by block. At the beginning of each

block, a 3-byte ID and 2-byte SYNC signal are added

and thereby a 90-byte SYNC block signal shown at an
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uppermost portion of Fig. 7 is obtained. This 90-byte
SYNC block signal Is recorded on the magnetic tape.

(3) Video area

5
As shown in an enlarge portion (lower right) of

Fig. 5, the video area in which a video signal that has
been encoded corresponding to the MPEG system is

recorded has similar preamble and postamble to
those of the audio area.

A video signal for one track and video AUX data
for one track are framed by the frame segmenting cir-

cuit 48. Thereafter, error correction code is added to
the framed data by the record process circuit 49. Fig.

6 shows the format in which data is framed and a par- is
ity is added thereto.

As shown in Fig. 6, 135 blocks (5 x 27) blocks of
77-byte video data are vertically formed. At the upper
portion and the lower portion of the 135 blocks, two
blocks of video AUX data and one block of video AUX 20
data are placed, respectively. In this embodiment, it

is assumed that 30 DCT blocks of data are contained
in five SYNC blocks, which are a buffering unit

77 horizontal bytes are encoded corresponding to
(85, 77) Reed Solomon code and thereby an 8-byte 25
inner-code parity (CI parity) is formed. 138 vertical
bytes are encoded corresponding to (249. 138) Reed
Solomon code and thereby a 11 -byte outer-code par-
ity (C2 parity) is fonmed. Data with parities is read,
block by block. At the beginning of each block, a 3- 30
byte ID and a 2-byte SYNC signal are added and
thereby a 90-byte SYNC block signal is formed as
shown in an uppermost portion of Fig. 6. This signal
is recorded on the magnetic tape.

In the above-described framing format. 27 buffer- 35
ing units that represent video data for one track are
data of 810 DCT blocks. Thus, data for one video
frame (8100 DCT blocks) is recorded as 10 tracks.

(4) Sub-code area 40

The sub-code area is an area in which informa-
tion for high speed searching is recorded. The sub-co-
de process circuit 50 generates a sub-code. As shown
in Fig. 8, the sub-code area contains 12 SYNC blocks, 45
each of which is composed of 12 bytes. At the begin-
ning of the sub-code area, a preamble is formed. At
the end of the sub-code area, a postamble is formed.
However, unlike with the audio area and the video
area, the sub-code area does not have a pre-SYNC 50
and a post-SYNC. Each of 12 SYNC blocks has a data
portion in which a 5-byte sub-code is recorded. As a
parity that protects the 5-byte sub-code. (14, 10)
Reed Solomon code is used and thereby an inner-co-
de parity CI is formed. 55

The record format on the magnetic tape Is used
to record video data that has been encoded corre-
sponding to the MPEG system, a PCM audio signal.

8

and a sub-code. In the digital CATV system, as well
as video data, computer program data and the like

(referred to as general data) may be provided. Next,
the format for recording and reproducing the general
data will be described.

As shown in Fig. 9, the general data is recorded
in a first quarter portion (1/4 L) of a cassette tape. The
general data of for example 2.95 G bytes is recorded
in the first quarter portion of the cassette tape. Since
all the general data is recorded in the first quarter por-
tion, it can be easily accessed. Ifthe general data, vid-
eo data, and audio data are recorded in a mixed con-
dition in the longitudinal direction of the tape. It will

take a long time to access the general data. Thus, the
download process time of the data becomes long.
Since the total amount of data that can be recorded
on the tape is very large, a predetermined part thereof
is downloaded to the memory.

The video data and the audio data are recorded
after the first quarter portion of the tape. Thus, when
the video data and the audio data are recorded before
the general data, the tape should be travelled to their
positions con-esponding to for example a counter val-
ue. In this case, depending on the tape travelling ac-
curacy, the record start position of the video data and
the audio data may vary. To compensate the variation
of the video data and the audio data, a guard area is

disposed between the record area of the general data
and the record area of the other data, which is the vid-
eo data and the audio data. It should be noted that the
general data may be recorded at the fourth quarter
portion of the tape.

As is clear from the above-described track for-
mat, at the beginning of the track, the audio area is

formed. The general data may be recorded in the au-
dio area.

In the digital CATV system shown in Fig. 1, gen-
eral data may be received along with continuous data
such as video data and audio data. The data type is

designated conresponding to a code contained in

each packet ID. When the mechanism controller 45
shown in Fig. 4 detennines that received and sefeeSM^
data is continuous data corresponding to the informa-
tion of the ID portion, it controls the tape head mech-
anism portion 20 so that the data record area be-
comes continuous data record area. When the select-
ed data is general data, the mechanism controller 45
moves the record position to the general data record
area, which is the beginning or the end of the tape.

Next, the record fonmat of the general data will be
described. As shown in Fig. 10, a basic unit is con-
structed by vertically forming 27 blocks. This basic
unit is referred to as a universal unit Although the uni-
versal unit contains general data that is composed of
2079 bytes, dummy data may be added so that the
general data is composed of 2048 bytes for easy data
handling. By dividing the universal unit by 3. nine
SYNC blocks are obtained, each of which is referred
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to as a sub-unit.

As shown by hatched portions of Fig. 11, AUX

data of two SYNC blocks is placed above the univer-

sal unit and AUX data ofone SYNC block is placed be-

low the universal unit. 77 horizontal bytes of the resul-

tant universal unit are encoded corresponding to (85,

77) Reed Solomon code and thereby an 8-byte inner-

code parity (C1 parity) is formed. 138 vertical bytes

of the universal unit are encoded corresponding to

(249, 138) Reed Solomon code and thereby an 11-

byte outer-code parity (C2 parity) is formed.

The general data composed of 27 blocks is divid-

ed into sub-blocks, each of which is composed of 9

blocks. In the first sub-unit, a header and AUX data

are added to the first block thereof. In each of the

other sub-units. AUX data is added to the first block

thereof. The data construction shown in Fig. 11 is the

same as that of video data shown in Fig. 6. Thus, as

shown in Fig. 13. the general data can be recorded in

the video area on one track formed on the magnetic

tape in the same manner as video data.

As shown in Fig. 12, the general data is recorded

In the audio area as sub-units. 9 blocks are vertically

formed. 77 horizontal bytes are encoded correspond-

ing to (85, 77) Reed Solomon code and thereby an 8-

byte inner-code parity (C1 parity) is formed. In addi-

tion, 9 vertical bytes are encoded corresponding to

(14, 9) Reed Solomon code and thereby a 5-byte out-

er-code parity (C2 parity) is formed. If necessary, the

first five bytes of each block is used as an AUX data

area. The data construction shown in Fig. 12 is the

same as that of the audio data shown in Fig. 8. Thus,

the general data can be recorded in the audio area at

the beginning of the track.

It should be noted that the general data may be

recorded corresponding to multi-track recording sys-

tem in which one track is divided into several portions.

The universal unit in which 27 blocks are vertically

formed as shown in Fig. 14 is encoded corresponding

to inner-code and outer-code. This data construction

(which is composed of 38 blocks) is recorded corre-

sponding to the multi-track system. For example, as

shown in Fig. 15. one track is divided into four por-

tions so that guard areas are disposed between each

divided track. The general data is recorded in each

divided track. In this case, sub-code areas that are

shown as hatched portions in Fig. 15 are added to the

divided tracks.

As described above, since the general data is re-

corded on the tape as universal units, the frame seg-

menting process and the error correction code encod-

ing process can be shared with those for video data

and audio data. In the case of the general data, unlike

with the case of the video data and audio data, an er-

ror of the general data cannot be corrected by inter-

polating process. Thus, the general data is preferably

encoded with stronger error correction code. How-

ever, in this case, the benefit of sharing of the proc-

esses for the video data and audio data should be

maintained. Next, based on such consideration, the

improvement of the error correction capability will be

described with reference to Figs. 16A, 16B and 16C.

5 Fig. 16A shows 10 tracks of the general data that

has been recorded in the video area and the audto

area shown in Fig. 13. In Figs. ISA, 16B, and 16C, in-

clined tracks are represented as vertical tracks. As

shown in Figs. 16A, 16B and 16C. in the video area.

10 the general data is recorded in the data construction

shown in Fig. 11. In the audio area, the general data

is recorded as shown in Fig. 1 2. 1 0 tracks are required

to record one frame of video data.

A third error correction code encoding is per-

is formed for every 10 tracks as one code unit. As shown

in Fig. 168. seven tracks that are firstly traced are

used for recording the general data. The remaining

three tracks are used for recording the third parity (C3

parity). In reality, bytes that are present at the sanne

20 positions in the data arrangement of the general data

or theAUX data other than the CI and C2 parities are

extracted from the seven tracks. The extracted seven

bytes are encoded corresponding to (10. 7) Reed So-

lomon code. The 3-byte C3 parity is recorded at cor-

25 responding positions of the three tracks. As shown in

Fig. 168, according to the method in which the third

error correction code is added, even if all data of one

track has errors, the errors can be corrected. In addi-

tion, as with the case of the data, the CI parity and

30 the C2 parity can be encoded corresponding to error

correction code.

Fig. 16C explains another method for improving

error correction capability. In this method, general

data is dually recorded. The same general data is re-

35 corded on every adpcent two tracks. The general

data that is recorded on one track is divided into two

data portions D| and Dm- The first divided data Di is

recorded on the first half of a former track and on the

second half of a latter track. The second divided data

40 Dki is recorded on the second half of the former track

and on the first half of the latter track. For example,

the divided data Do is recorded on the first half of the

former track and on the second half of the latter track.

On the other hand, the other divided data D, isrecord-

45 ed on the second half of the former track and on the

first half of the latter track. Since the general data is

dually recorded, by collating two parts of the general

data, an error can be corrected. The method shown

in Fig. 1 6C can improve the error correction capability

so in the case that scratches are present in the longitu-

dinal direction of the tape.

As described above, in the system shown in Fig.

1 , the data rate of image data received by the terminal

apparatus 6 is not constant. The data rate of the im-

55 age data depends on the program channel. When the

statistical bit allocation process has been performed,

on the same program channel, the data rate varies.
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This rate information is Included in the image data be-
ing transmitted. The rate information is placed in for
example the ID portion. When the statistical bit allo-
cation process has been performed, for example the
maximum value of the data rate is transmitted as rate s
information. The rate detecting circuit 43 detects the
rate information. The mechanism controller 45 re-
ceives the detected rate information and controls the
buffer memory 46 and the tape head mechanism por-
tion 20. Thus, the mechanism controller45 can record io
image data with different data rates on the tape.

The standard data rate of data recorded by the
tape head mechanism portion 20 is for example 25
Mbps. However, this is the data rate of compressed
image data that has not been recorded. Since data is is
recorded on the tape along with other data and they
are channel-modulated, the data rate of data record-
ed on the tape is approximately 44 Mbps. When im-
age data with data rate less than 44 Mbps is recorded,
the image data can be recorded as data with data rate 20
of 25 Mbps. When data with data rate of for example
(25/3) Mbps, the data rate can be converted by the
buffer memory and the resultant data can be record-
ed on the tape that travels at the standard speed (1 8.8
mnn/sec) by the rotating head with the standard rotat- 25
ing speed (9000 rpm). However, in this case, as insuf-
ficient data, invalid data such as "0" is recorded and
thereby 2/3 of the magnetic tape are wastefully used.
To prevent the tape from being wastefully used, ac-
cording to the present embodiment, data is recorded 30
at lower data rate than the standard data rate.

When a cassette tape in which data has been re-
corded is removed from the terminal apparatus and
the data of the cassette tape is reproduced by the dig-
ital VCR. the track format of the cassette tape is pre- 35
ferably the same as the format ofdata that is recorded
at the standard data rate. In other words, the track for-
mat of the cassette tape is preferably the same as the
track format shown in Fig. 5. In addition, the record
wavelength (shortest wavelength) of the cassette 40
tape Is preferably the same as that of standard data.
Moreover, although not always necessary, the in-
clined angles of the tracks on the tape are preferably
the same as those of standard data.

Next, some examples that satisfy the above- 45
mentioned conditions will be described with reference
to a timing chart shown in Figs. 17A. 17B. 17C and
17D. In the following examples, the tape head mech-
anism portion 20 has a pair of rotating heads that are
disposed at opposed intervals of 180°. Fig. 17A so
shows 150 Hz switching pulses that synchronize with
the rotations of the drum. Fig. 17B shows data at 25
Mbps that is recorded alternatively by the rotating
heads. In other words, while the signal level of the
switching pulses is high, one of the heads records 55
data. While the signal level of the switching pulses is
low. the other head records data. The following exam-
ples can be applied to the data rate of 1/M. As an ex-

10

ample, assuming that M is 3. these examples will be
described.

In a first recording system, the number of rota-
tions of the drum and the tape speed are 1/3 those of
the standard recording system. As shown in Fig. 17A,
the frequency of the switching pulses Is 50 Hz. In the
first recording system, the track format on the tape Is

the same as that of the standard recording system.
The inclined angle of the tracks in the first recording
system is also the same as that of the standard re-
cording system. However, the track pitches of this re-
cording system is differentfrom those of the standard
recording system. The timing of the recording process
in the first recording system is 1/3 that of the standard
recording system.

In a second recording system, the number of ro-
tations of the drum is the same as that of the standard
recording system (namely. 9000 rpm). The tape
speed of the second recording system is 1/3 that of
the standard recording system. Thus, as shown in Fig.
17B. the frequency of the switching pulses of the sec-
ond recording system is 150 Hz. Data that has been
converted from 25 Mbps / 3 to 25 Mbps by the buffer
memory is intermittently recorded. As shown in Fig.
178. after one rotating head forms one track, it stops
recording during the next switching pulse period.
While the rotating head stops recording, the other ro-
tating head forms the next track and records data.

With such intermittent recording, image data can
be recorded with data rate 1/3 as low as that of the
standard track format. However. In the second re-
cording system, the relative speed between the
heads and the tape is different from that in the stan-
dard recording system. Thus, the inclined angle of the
tracks in the second recording system is different
from that in the standard recording system. In addi-
tion, to perfomi the inclined azimuth recording (azi-
muth angles of adjacent tracks differ from each
other), the ratio M should be an odd number.

In the first and second recording systems, the
tape is travelled at low speed corresponding to the ra-
tio. However, in a third recording system and a fowp^
recording system, the tape speed and the number of
rotations of the drum are the same as those in the
standard recording system so that the tape is intermit-
tently travelled. In the third recording system, as
shown in Fig. 18A, while the tape is travelled at stan-
dard speed, for example 10 tracks are recorded
(REC), Thereafter, the tape is stopped (STOP). The
tape is slightly rewound (REW). Then, data is repro-
duced from the tape (PB). Thus, newly recorded data
is continued to tracks on which data has been record-
ed. This recording system Is referred to as pre-roll
system. The record stop period is denoted by m. The
data rate of the record data is 25 Mbps. which has
been converted from 25/3 Mbps. By such intermittent
recording, the average data rate becomes 25/3 Mbps.
In the third recording system, the track format and the
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inclined angle of the tracks are the same as those in

the standard recording system.

As shown in Fig. 18B. In the fourth recording sys-

tem, the tape feed is stopped for a period ofm without

the rewind operation. For example, after 10 tracks

have been recorded, the recording operation is stop-

ped for a period of m. In the fourth recording system,

the data rate of the record data is 25 Mbps, which has

been converted. The average data rate is 25/3 Mbps.

The track format of the fourth recording system is the

same as that of the standard recording system. The

inclined angle of the tracks and the track pitches of

the fourth recording system may differ from those of

the standard recording system. In the fourth recording

system, even if the tape is stopped, it is slightly trav-

elled. Thus, a guard band with a width of d corre-

sponding to the amount of travelling of the tape takes

place.

The recording operations of the third and fourth

recording systems in which the tape traveling and re-

cording are intermittently performed are represented

with a timing chart shown in Fig. 17C. Upper two tim-

ing charts of Fig. 17C show that data at 25 Mbps is

recorded by two rotating heads. Lower two timing

charts of Fig. 17C show that time axis of data is com-

pressed.

A fifth recording system is a multi-track system.

As shown in Fig. 19, at the data rate of 25/3 Mbps,

each track is divided into three portions that are div-

ided tracks TR1 , TR2, and TR3. A first recording op-

eration is performed for the divided tracks TR1 . While

the head is tracing the divided tracks TR2 and TR3.

data is not recorded on the divided tracks TR1 . After

data has been recorded on all the divided tracks TR1

of all the tape, data is recorded only on the divided

tracks TR2 from the beginning of the tape. After data

has been recorded on all the divided tracks TR2, data

is recorded on only the divided tracks TR3. In the fifth

recording system, the tape feed speed and the nurrv

ber of rotations of the drum are the same as those of

the standard recording system. In addition, data that

has been compressed on the time axis is recorded at

the data rate of 25 Mbps.

Fig, 1 7D shows a timing chart of the recording op-

eration for the divided tracks TR1 in the multi-track

system. As an average, data at the data rate of 25/3

Mbps is recorded. In the fifth recording system, the

inclined angle of the tracks and the track pitches are

the same as those in the standard recording system.

However, the track format in the fifth recording sys-

tem is different from that in the standard recording

system.

In the above-described first to fifth recording sys-

tems, when a cassette tape that records data for one

hour at the standard data rate is used, the cassette

tape can record data for three hours that are three

times longer than the record time at the standard data

rate. Thus, the cassette tape can be effectively used.

Next, a system for reproducing data from a tape

in which data has been recorded corresponding to

one ofthe above-described first tofifth recording sys-

tems will be described. In the first recording system,

5 the rotating speed of the drum and the tape travelling

speed are 1 /3 those in the standard recording system.

Data of each track is reproduced by tracking servo

mechanism. Data that has been recorded on a tape

corresponding to the second recording system is re-

10 produced with the number of rotations of the drum

and the tape speed that are the same as those in the

recording mode without tracking control. This techni-

que is referred to as non-tracking reproduction. In the

non-tracking reproduction, a SYNC block with a cor-

15 rect ID is stored in the memory. The address where

the SYNC block is stored Is represented by the ID. In

the non-tracking reproduction method, the tracking

servo control is not used. A tape in which data has

been recorded in the first recording system can be re-

20 produced corresponding to the non-tracking system.

When a tape In which data has been recorded

conresponding to the third recording system Is inter-

mittently travelled, data can be reproduced with the

tracking servo control. In addition, when the timing

25 speed in the reproducing mode is 1/3 that in the re-

cording mode, data can be reproduced corresponding

to the non-tracking system. Data that has t>een re-

corded on a tape corresponding to the fourth record-

ing system can be reproduced corresponding to the

30 non-tracking system. When data has been recorded

on a tape corresponding to the fifth recording system,

with the tracking servo control, reproduced data of

each divided track is separated in the same manner

as the recording mode.

35 Fig. 20 shows a second embodiment of the pres-

ent invention. According to this embodiment, in the

digital CATV system, if the data rate of received multi-

channel time-division multiplexed data is approxi-

mately 25 Mbps, the time-division multiplexed data is

40 recorded by the tape head mechanism portion 20.

The same portions as those shown in Fig. 4 are de-

noted by the same reference numerals. In the cxm-

struction in which a multi-program is recorded, the

transport detecting circuit 41 receives time-division

45 multiplexed data in the same manner as the construc-

tion shown in Fig. 4. The transport detecting circuit 41

detects an ID that is added to each packet. The ID in-

cludes an ID that has been recorded in the multi-pro-

gram, an ID that represents the data rates of pro-

50 grams being recorded, and titles thereof.

The ID is placed in the videoAUX area by a franco

segmenting circuit 48 as with the above-described

first embodiment and the ID is recorded on the tape.

When data is reproduced from the tape, the ID of the

55 multi-pnDgram is read. The reproducing data rate of

the tape head mechanism portion 20 is set to the nor-

mal reproducing rate. With the detected rate informa-

tion, the TBC 53 and the buffer memory 57 are con-

11
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trolled so as to obtain reproduced signals. In other
words, in the second embodiment, since the data rate
of the time-division multiplexed data Is the same as
that of the standard recording system, data can be re-
corded on the tape with the same process as the stan- s
dard recording system.

A program channel to be reproduced is selected
by the user. In this case, a select signal is supplied
from a human interface controller 60 to a buffermem-
ory 58. The buffer memory 58 supplies data of only io
the selected program channel to an MPEG decoder
11 through a transport encoder 59. A monitor 13 dis-
plays an image of the program channel that has been
selected by the user.

in the multi-program recording system, all pro- 15
grams that are transmitted in a particular time period
can be recorded on the tape. Thus, the user can see
his or her desired program.

Next, with reference to Fig. 21, a third embodi-
ment of the present invention will be described. The 20
system shown in Fig. 21 is a kind of an electronic mail
system. Data photographed by for example a video
camera 61 with a digital VCR is transmitted to a party
through a low speed line such as a telephone line.

Data that has been photographed and recorded 25
by the video camera 61 is reproduced by a tape head
mechanism portion 20. The data rate of the repro-
duced data is 25 Mbps, which is the data rate of the
standard recording system. Thereafter, data is repro-
duced through a channel demodulating circuit 51. a 30
CI correction circuit 52. a TBC 53, a C2 correction cir-

cuit 54, and a frame desegmenting circuit 55. An out-
put signal of the frame desegmenting circuit 55 is sup-
plied to an error process circuit 57 so as to encode the
data with error correction code against a transmission 35
enror. The reproduced data, which is output from the
channel demodulating circuit 51 , is supplied to a sub-
code process circuit 63. The sub-code process circuit

63 performs sub-code process.
An output signal of the enror correction code 57 40

is supplied to a buffer memory 58. The buffer memory
58 converts the data rate for example from 25 Mbps
to 1 .5 Mbps. In other words, the buffer memory 58 ex-
pands the time axis of the data. An output signal of the
buffer memory 58 is supplied to a transport encoder 45
59. An output signal of the transport encoder 59 and
rate information supplied from the mechanism con-
troller 56 (information that represents the data rate of
data to be transmitted, for example. 1 .5 Mbps) Is sup-
plied to a modem 64. These pieces of data are sup- so
plied to the party through a low speed telephone line
65. To designate the party, the dial operation is per-
formed.

The low speed data received through the tele-
phone line 65 Is supplied to a terminal apparatus of 55
the party (shown by a lower portion of Fig. 21). These
pieces of data are recorded on a magnetic tape by a
tape head mechanism portion 20. To record the low

speed data, the above-described embodiments of the
present invention can be applied.

In other words, a transport detecting circuit 41 is

connected to the modem 66. The detected rate infor-

mation is supplied to a mechanism controller 45. The
mechanism controller 45 controls the operation of the
tape head mechanism portion 20 so that data at for
example 1.5 Mbps is recorded on the tape with the
same track fonmat as the standard recording system.

The construction of the recording system is the
same as that shown in Fig. 4. However, to more
strongly protect data against an error that takes place
on the communication line, an error correction decod-
er 70 is provided corresponding to an error process
circuit 57 (on the transmission side) that encodes
data with error correction code. As a method for re-
cording data at low data rate, one of the first to fifth
recording systems can be used.

According to the present system, data on a cas-
sette tape 67 is recorded with a low data rate corre-
sponding to one of such recording systems. Thus, the
cassette tape 67 that has recorded such data Is un-
loaded from the terminal apparatus and data record-
ed on the cassette tape 67 is reproduced by the digital
VCR. The reproduced image can be displayed on the
monitor 69.

According to the present system, when data at a
lower rate than that of standard data is input, the input
data can be recorded with the same track format as
that of the standard data rate. In addition, since the
recording operation is controlled, the tape is not
wastefully used. Moreover, the process and hardware
that are used for recording data at the standard data
rate can be shared with those for recording data at a
low data rate.

According to the present system, since general
data is recorded in a leading portion or a trailing por-
tion of a tape, it can be easily accessed. In addition,
since the data structure of the general data is the
same as that of the video data, error correction code
encoding process, frame segmenting process, and so
forth for the general data can be shared with thos»to-
the video data. Thus, the processes and hardware
can be simplified. Moreover, since the data structure
of sub-units into which basic units are divided is the
same as that of PCM audio data, the process and
hardware thereof can be shared with those of the au-
dio data.

Having described specific prefenred embodi-
ments of the present invention with reference to the
accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that
the invention Is not limited to those precise embodi-
ments, and that various changes and modifications
may be effected therein by one skilled In the art with-
out departing from the scope of the Invention as de-
fined in the appended claims.
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Claims

1. A digital signal recording method for inputting

both continuous data such as video data and au-

dio data and general data such as a computer

program that is non-continuous data and for re-

cording an input digital signal on a tape-shaped

recording medium, comprising the steps of:

detenmining that the input digital signal is

the general data, determining a general data re-

cording area that is at least one of a leading por-

tion and a trailing portion, the leading portion ex-

tending from the leading edge of the tape-shaped

recording medium for a predetermined length, the

trailing portion extending to the trailing edge of

the tape-shaped recording medium for a prede-

termined length, and storing the general data in

the general data recording area; and

determining that the input digital signal is

the continuous signal, determining a continuous

data recording area other than the general data

recording area of the tape-shaped recording me-

dium, and recording the continuous data in the

continuous data recording area.

2. A digital signal recording apparatus, comprising:

a first signal process path for inputting

both continuous data such as video data and au-

dio data and general data such as a computer

program that is non-continuous, demodulating

and decoding the input digital signal, and output-

ting the decoded signal to an output device;

a second signal process path disposed

downstream of demodulating means of said first

signal process path and adapted for modulating

the demodulated signal, encoding the modulated

signal with error correction code, and causing

tape head means to record the decoded data to

tape-shaped recording medium;

data determining means for determining

whether the input digital signal is the general data

or the continuous data; and

control means for determining a general

data recording area that is at least one of a lead-

ing portion and a trailing portion, the leading por-

tion extending from the leading edge of the tape-

shaped recording medium for a predetermined

length, the trailing portion extending to the trail-

ing edge of the tape-shaped recording medium

for a predetermined length, and recording the

general data in the general data recording area

when said data determining means has deter-

mined that the input digital signal is the continu-

ous data and for determining a continuous data

_ recording area other than the general data re-

cording area of the tape-shaped recording me-

dium and recording the continuous data in the

continuous data recording area when said data

determining means has determined that the input

digital signal is the continuous signal.

3. The digital signal recording apparatus as set forth

5 inclaim2,

wherein said tape head means is a rotating

head for recording the digital signal as inclined

tracks on the tape-shaped recording medium, the

digital signal being composed of SYNC blocks

10 with a predetermined length,

and
wherein the general data is recorded in

such a manner that the number of the SYNC
blocks contained in one of tracks in which the

15 continuous digital signal is recorded is divided

into an integer number of basic units and that ad-

ditional data is placed In each of the basic units.

4. The digital signal recording apparatus as setforth

20 in daim 2,

wherein said tape head means is a rotating

head for recording the digital signal as inclined

tracks on the tape-shaped recording medium, the

digital signal being composed of SYNC blocks

25 with a predetermined length, and

wherein the general data is recorded in

such a manner that the number of the SYNC
blocks contained in one of tracks in which the

continuous digital signal Is recorded is divided

30 into an integer number of basic units and the ba-

sic units are divided into an integer number of

sufc>-units and that additional data is placed in

each of the sub-units.

35 5. The digital signal recording apparatus as setforth

in daim 2,

wherein said tape head means is a rotating

head for recording the digital signal as inclined

tracks on the tape-shaped recording medium, the

40 digital signal being composed of SYNC blocks

with a predetermined length, and

wherein the general data is recorded rn

such a manner that the number of the SYNC
blocks contained In one of tracks in which the

45 continuous digital signal is recorded is divided

into an Integer number of basic units and the ba-

sic units are divided into an integer number of

sub-units and that additional data is placed in

each of the sub-units and the general data is re-

50 corded in an audio data recording area of the

tracks.

6. The digital signal recording apparatus as setforth

in daim 2,

55 wherein a guard area is formed between

the general data recording area and the continu-

ous data recording area.
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7. A terminal apparatus for a digital image commu-
nication, comprising;

a first signal process path for demodulat-
ing and decoding a received signal and sending
the resultant signal to an output device; 5

a second signal process path disposed
downstream of demodulating means of said first

signal process circuit and adapted for modulating
the demodulated signal, performing error correc-
tion code decoding therefor, and recording the 10
encoded signal on a magnetic medium;

data rate detecting means for detecting
data rate of a digital signal supplied from said first

signal process path to said second signal process
path; and

control means for controlling a recording
operation conresponding to the data rate being
detected by said data rate detecting means so
that a track format on the recording medium al-
most accords with that at a standard data rate. 20

8. The terminal apparatus as set forth in claim 7,
wherein said second signal process path

includes a recording mechanism that comprises
a rotating head and a tape, and 25

wherein said control means is adapted for
decreasing both the number of rotations of the ro-
tating head and a feed speed of the tape corre-
sponding to the data rate to be recorded.

30
9. The terminal unit as set forth in claim 7,

wherein said second signal process path
includes a recording mechanism that comprises
a rotating head and a tape, and

wherein said control means is adapted for 35
causing the number of rotations of the rotating
head to be equal to that in the case that data at
standard data rate is recorded and for decreasing
the feed speed of the tape corresponding to the
ratio of data rate of data to be recorded against 40
the standard data rate so as to intermittently re-
cord data corresponding to the data rate ratio.

10. The tenminal apparatus as set forth in claim 7.
wherein said second signal process path 45

includes a recording mechanism that comprises
a rotating head and a tape, and

wherein said control means is adapted for
intermittently feeding the tape, causing the feed
speed of the tape and the number of rotations of 50
the rotating head to be equal to those in the case
that data at standard data rate is recorded, and
controlling durations of a tape feed period and a
tape stop period corresponding to ratio of data
rate of data to be recorded against standard data 55
rate.

11. The terminal apparatus as set forth in claim 7.

14

wherein the received data is data in which
image data of a plurality of program channels has
been time-division multiplexed as packets that
are composed a predetermined number of bytes,
the data rate of each of the program channels
varying, the received data containing rate infor-

mation that is the average value or the maximum
value of data rate of each program channel.

12. A terminal apparatus, comprising:
a first signal process path for demodulat-

ing and decoding a received signal and sending
the resultant signal to an output device;

a second signal process path disposed
downstream of demodulating means of said first

signal process circuit and adapted for modulating
the demodulated signal, performing enror con-ec-
tlon code decoding therefor, and recording the
encoded signal on a magnetic medium; and

means for inputting data in which image
data of a plurality of program channels has been
time-division multiplexed as packets that are
composed of a predetermined number of bytes to
said first signal process path and selectively re-
cording data of a predetermined program channel
of the time-division multiplexed data to the re-
cording medium.

13. Atemninal apparatus, comprising:
a first signal process path for demodulat-

ing and decoding a received signal and sending
the resultant signal to an output device;

a second signal process path disposed
downstream of demodulating means of said first

signal process circuit and adapted for modulating
the demodulated signal, perfonming enror con-ec-
tion code decoding therefor, and recording the
encoded signal on a magnetic medium; and

coupling means for inputting data in which
image data of a plurality of program channels has
been time-division multiplexed as packets that
are composed of a predetenmined numbor^ef
bytes to said first signal process path and record-
ing the tinne-division multiplexed data to the re-
cording medium.

14. The terminal apparatus as set forth in daim 7 12
or 13.

wherein image data of the program chan-
nels has been time-division multiplexed, data of
each of the program channels being encoded, af-
ter the received data has been decoded, the de-
coded data being supplied to said second signal
process path.

15. The terminal apparatus as set forth In claim 7, 12.
or 13,

wherein one broadcasting channel con-

BNSDOCID: <EP 0661876A2_I_>
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tains data in which image data of a plurality of

channels has been time-division multiplexed,

each broadcasting channel having been encoded

by the same technique, after the encoded data

has been decoded, the decoded data being sup- 5

plied to said second signal process path.

16. The terminal apparatus as setforth in claim 7, 12,

or 13,

wherein said first signal process path and io

said second signal process path are integrally

constructed.

17, The terminal apparatus as setforth in claim 7, 12,

or 13. ^5

wherein said first signal process path and

said second signal process path are separately

constructed.
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(54) Digital signal recording

(57) An input digital signal is recorded as inclined

tracks on a nragnetic tape by rotating heads. The full

length (L) of the tape is nearly divided by four in the lon-

gitudinal direction. A leading portion (L / 4) of the begin-

ning of the tape is a general data recording area and the

remainder is a continuous data recording area (Fig. 9).

General data and continuous data are recorded as

SYNC blocks. The number of SYNC blocks for one track

of the general data is the same as that of the continuous

data. By dividing the SYNC blocks of one track, a basic

unit of general data is formed. The basic unit is divided

into sub-units. The data construction of the sub-unit is

the same as that of audio data recorded in an audio data

area of one track. A rate detecting circuit (43) determines

rate information, representing the data rate of input data,

which is supplied to a mechanism controller (45). The

controller (45) controls a buffer memory (46), a frame

segmenting circuit (48), and a tape head mechanism

(20) in correspondence with the data rate information.

For example, the number of rotations of a drum on which

a rotating head is disposed and the tape travel speed are

decreased in correspondence with the ratio for the case

in which standard data is recorded. Thus, data at a lower

data rate than that of standard data can be recorded on

the tape with the same track format as that used when

standard data is recorded.
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1. Claims 1-6

SS?°^T,*f''^''®'=°''5^"^ continuous data and generaldata on a tape-shaped recording medium.
?h2^f^i,-ff^^

^''^ recorded in the leading portion or in
S^^T "^"-"f PO'^tio^ of the recording medium.
?he

are recorded in a recording area of

ceding ^^"'^ ""^^ general data re-

2. Claims 7-11

apparatus for digital image communication,
a^do^^L*" device, which the demodulatedand decoded received signal is sent to, and a recordina
Sdfd ''^^^'^

""^f
demodulated received SigLrfs re-'corded on a magnetic medium.

"fit ^f^f""*^^?^
operation is controlled corresponding tothe data rate of the received signal.

3- Claims 12,14-17 :

Jo^i?^^ apparatus for digital image communication,
Se^^H^L*" device, which the demodulated anddecoded received signal is sent to, and a recording

^" ""^^ demodulated received signal S're-corded on a magnetic medium.
Data of a predetermined program channel out of the time-division multiplexed data of a plurality of proorL
S;2;;^?eco?ded?^'' '^'^^ received signL LrilJi;-

4. Claim 13 :

^"'^ digital image communication,
df^o^^^ ^? output device, which the demodulated anddecoded received signal is sent to, and a recordingdevice m which the demodulated received signal is re-corded on a magnetic medium.

*-i-gnaJ- is re

The time-division multiplexed data of a plurality of
?JSS^d! contained in the receiv^ "JJal afe
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